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Famulus: A Scholar’s Aid System1
Roger A. Lohmann
West Virginia University

Humanistic scholars in the humanities and social sciences have been
inching ever closer over the past decade to detente with "the computer" on
several fronts: Theologians, historians, philosophers, “qualitative
methodologists” in the social sciences, journalists, novelists, and other
humanistic scholars have long been skeptical of the initial impulse toward
counting everything in their disciplines. However, more recently, “computers”
have become capable of much more than counting and calculating. Indeed,
they have become highly adroit symbol manipulators. Large-scale text
analysis and bibliographic files (Weiskel, 1985) are just part of the emerging
picture. However, they are a part that is of particular interest to the
humanist scholar.

A Renaissance Computer?
It is possible to envision a future world of humanistic research and
scholarship in which electronic computers are an integral part of scholarly
roles which have remained essentially intact for centuries: reading, text
analysis, dialogue, commentary, critique and the gradual, lifelong
accumulation of insight and understanding, albeit in a digital format. From
the vantage point of the humanities, recent talk about user friendliness has
been well directed. Future humanists should not have to know any more
about computer technology In the future, than their predecessors have had to
know about paper making, and before that the scraping of parchment.
The most fundamental unit of organization around which to organize
electronic tools for humanistic study is not the computer program. No single
program exists, or is likely to be created, which will serve the full range of
needs of all humanistic scholars. Instead, individual humanists must pick
and choose among what is available, and sometimes learn to program and
write their own code.
For these purposes, the fundamental unit of organization is nothing short
of the scholarly career. The basic outlines of such a career are easily
recognizable: a broad program of liberal studies at the undergraduate level,
gradually narrowing into one of the traditional disciplines, an applied
discipline such as social work or journalism or an "interdiscipline" such as
1

A personal essay and research note written in February, 1986. It was presented as part of a
presentation at the First Annual WVU Computing Fair, September 28, 1991. Note: Because of
version modifications and the fact that Apple no longer supported Hypercard after 2007, the
illustrations originally included with this text have been lost and cannot be retrieved.

gerontology, women's or minority studies, or the newly emerging field of
nonprofit studies and eventual concentration upon a highly select (and
presumably unique) specialty topic for research, while continuing to teach,
lecture and write on a broad array of more or less related topics.
What is fundamental about the information demands of the scholarly
career is the cumulative nature of its information demands: Beginning as an
undergraduate, the typical humanistic scholar must become a "pack rat",
filing away lecture notes, sorting and saving and collating vast quantities of
clippings, articles and assorted information in diverse forms. At this point,
most humanistic "information systems" are idiosyncratic, rather than
standardized, and evolve over years of trial and error. Computer based
systems should not expect to replace such randomness, but can anticipate
and facilitate it.
For most 20th century humanists in the pre-computer age, the traditional
tools of the trade are clear enough: Books, journals, pads, typing paper and
index cards and a good quality pen. Eventually, as the technology evolved,
the typewriter joined the mix for at least some. For others, who may have
been distracted or annoyed by the clack-clack-clack of the mechanical
typewriter, typewriting never took hold. When I first entered graduate school
two decades ago, the mention of computers often referred to room-sized
machines and computer ability in the social sciences meant the ability to
create (Hollerith) punch cards and do statistical analysis with SPSS or SAS
(both of which I learned to use at one point or another.)
I first learned of what is now increasingly called e-mail about fifteen years
ago when I neighbor who worked for a defense industry engineering firm told
me how he could use a terminal in his office to connect to something I have
since learned was the original ARPANet and communicate by typed message
with colleagues as far away as New Mexico and California. This involved
computers, but this was not computing in the usual sense. The evolution of
this medium since that point has been amazing. Even humanist
undergraduates of the future will need an entirely new set of basic skills: use
of computer data-base search procedures, a fundamental understanding of
Boolean logic (AND, OR, IF, THEN, etc.) and perhaps more.

Basic Principles of Organization
As we move further into these changes at something the seems like the
speed of light, I have been trying to organize my thoughts on the matter and
what implications it might have for my career. I call my latest venture in this
area Famulus, or a scholar’s aid. A famulus was the name – perhaps Latin –
for a certain kind of medieval aide, or research assistant. As a minimum
necessity, a famulus, or scholar's support system in the future must integrate
paper, electronic files and various storage media in varying combinations.
Since I got my first personal computer in February, 1985 (an Apple
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Macintosh; one of the first 100,000 sold!) I have started keeping lists on a 3.5”
diskette. Lists of personal and campus library sources and archival
information must be accommodated, along with lecture notes (both lectures
given and lectures attended), reading notes, previously presented or
published papers, unpublished manuscripts reviewed, journals and diaries,
and all the rest of the scholarly armamentarium.
One of the fundamental problems, in information jargon, is finding the
interfaces between various information formats. A rather trivial example will
suffice: nearly all high school libraries still use Mr. Dewey's well known
classification system, while most graduate research libraries use the Library
of Congress system, while virtually all new books include the International
Standard Book Number (ISBN) and many periodicals use the International
Standard Serial Number (ISSN). Thus, the precocious scholar of literature or
history is likely to find her records including call letters in at least four
distinct systems.
The issue becomes even more complicated when one gets into the matter
of bibliographic styles, where one might choose between the MLA (Modern
Language Association), APA (American Psychological Association), Scientific
American or several other well-known standards. Currently available
programs, such as PBS have made great strides in taking the effort out of
conversions from one style to another.
Numerous other problems remain, however. The emerging term for the
information used by librarians, archivists, programmers and others is
metadata, a term coined at MIT about 1967. The humanist scholar should
not rely too heavily on librarians for assistance here, since much of the
traditional bibliographic information is unimportant to the scholar, and other
important items are not routinely maintained in existing metadata systems.
Moreover, existing metadata presently is a lot like an SPSS set of variables.
It can be simply piled on no particular order. What is needed is, in computer
terms, is an algorithm to "interface" between the librarian's and
programmers information categories for meta-data and the scholar's personal
set.

Metadata and The UGABEG
The UGABEG (Universal, General All-purpose Bibliographic Entry
Grammar) concept is a proposal for such an interface. It is, in essence, a
modular classification scheme that makes sense for humans in which
essential metadata items of information are listed and categorized in ways
that make sense to humanist scholars. First, it would appear that the
elements of any bibliographic entry fall into two categories: universals and
particulars. The UGABEG approach classifies bibliographic entries into three
categories, in declining order of generality: Identifiers, locators and
descriptors. Identifiers contain the only true bibliographic universals: Author
3

identifications, Title and assorted Date (receipt, revision, publication, etc.).
Locators are particular referents that give vital information involving the
location of bibliographic items, and descriptors give vital information about
characteristics of a particular bibliographic item.
The concept of keywords as used in many existing bibliographic systems is
probably not useful to many types of humanistic studies. Briefly stated,
keywords work best when words have fixed meanings and can be sorted into
a pre-existing, objective classification system. In many types of humanistic
study, particularly in history, philosophy and criticism, the classification or
frame of reference itself is the of study and cannot be presupposed. (The same
is occasionally the case in scientific work as well, as Kuhn's well-known study
of paradigm shifts has shown, but it is more frequently the case in
humanistic study.) In addition, words take at least part of their meaning
from the particular context in which they occur.

Keyword in Context (KWIK)
The Scholar System
A Personal Response to the Information Explosion
Roger A. Lohmann, Professor
School of Social Work
West Virginia University
1st Annual WVU Computing Fair
September 28, 1991
Figure 1
Schematic of Scholar System
#
I call my personal response to the information explosion The Scholar System. My work is scattered across
two PCs (a Macintosh IICX with 8 M RAM and an 80M internal and 100M external hard drives, and a
Macintosh SE with 2.5 M RAM and a 40 M external hard drive), a Tandy 1100 portable (used primarily for
library and archival note taking) a WVNET address (RLOHMAN@WVNVM) for electronic
communication, and a list server (ARNOVA-L) which I have established for researchers interested in
nonprofit organizations and voluntary associations.
Figure 1 shows the core relationships between three Hypercard stacks incorporating a bibliographic file
(Sourcer), a quotations and exerpts file (Quotes) and a search engine (KWIC). These are linked with a
Manuscripts folder containing word processing files of finished manuscripts of books, chapters, articles,
conference papers, monographs and consulting reports. They are also linked with a Working Papers folder
containing drafts, and a Reading Notes folder.
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A Universal Bibliographic Grammar
In order to be useful, a bibliographic citation must include three essential elements: A unique identifier,
capable of distinguishing it from all other citations; locator information, which points to the indicated
source; and descriptors, which characterize the source in useful ways. The Scholar System uses identifiers
based on the Harvard style of text note:
Identifier
Name
Date
Suffix (As Needed)
Locator
Full Name
Title
Journal/Book
Page Number
ISDN*
SSN*
Publisher
City
Descriptor
Abstract
References
Index
* Actually, these are unique identifiers, but they are used mostly to locate works.
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Assumptions of Famulus
1. Humanist computing will generally be concerned with text oriented systems:
Used for keeping track of books, manuscripts, notes, references, regardless of
format (electronic, hard copy, etc.)
2. The Famulus system is personal, idiosyncratic, developmental and in some
degree, experimental. It is, in no sense a catalog or general information resource,
or public utility and being worked on even as it is expanding.
3. Bibliographic citations are kept in a single field (No separate author, title fields,
etc.)
This is done for several reasons:
a. Ease of entry. Graduate assistants and clerical personnel can be trained to
make entries with minimal effort.
b. It is not necessary to distinguish elements for the system. Intelligent scripts
capable of identifying and formatting elements have been developed and more
are being written.
c. For many purposes (e.g., basic reference and course bibliographies) entries
can be printed directly. (See
4. The basic system uses no special lists of keywords (Searches are done primarily
in text of titles and abstracts. Information utilities and librarians assume neutral
typologies and classification schemes. For researchers, typology and classification
are part of the task, and cannot be assumed as fixed. For multi-disciplinary work,
there is the additional problem of overlapping and competing classifications.)
5. Keyword-In-Context
6. The system is able to import entries directly from word processing files
and export directly to word processor files.
7. Amused by pretentiousness of techno-babble. (E.g., Knowledge
Navigator). Purposely chose terms that suggest the mildew of a
research library or archive:
Famulus
Scriptorium -- name of Hard disk
The Scholar System
Sourcer
Shoebox
(I inherited KWIC)
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Note: Because of version modifications and the fact that Apple no no longer supported
Hypercard after 2007, the illustrations originally included with this text have been lost.
The Sourcer Stack
The Sourcer stack opens to a window borrowed from a standard Hypercard demo stack and
customized. The time in the upper right hand window is produced by an init in the system
folder of the SE on which I produced these graphics. The face icon is a self-portrait I did
several years ago after seeking Bill Atkinson’s icon. When clicked, it reveals a brief
explanation of the system, mostly intended for my graduate assistants. It also gives a brief
history of the project and credits those who have contributed to its development. The go back
button is a vestigal holdover from an earlier version. It pops a card and usually takes you
back to where you just came from. I almost never use it.
The conventional wisdom that Hypercard is not a very good data base manager is nonsense.
Its ease of use and adaptability far outweigh any disadvantages. This stack currently
contains 7, 127 cards in two backgrounds. The first one is unique. All other cards in the stack
share the background shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2
The Sourcer Welcome Screen
#
Freefield Entries. The bibliographic citations in Sourcer are entered into a single field in a
standard format. Authors (listed at the beginning) and editors (listed at the end) are at the
left margins. All other lines are indented five spaces. This makes for a consistent appearance
when Entry fields are printed directly. (See Figures 14 and 15)
Figure 3
A Sourcer Citation Card
#
Expert Scripts. Various experiments with simple if-then type expert scripts, capable of
interpreting the text found in the main entry field into various formats have been carried
out. To date, scripts which will sort lines into appropriate data base fields (Author, Title, etc.)
and scripts which will format output into various formats (Psych. Abstracts, Jossey-Bass,
etc.) have been developed. In most instances, books and journal articles work well, but other
types of entries (most notably chapters in edited books) are still a problem.
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Figure 4
Entry with Abstract Window Open
#
Side Buttons. Buttons along the left side of the Sourcer window perform
various general functions:
The top button is the Hypercard Sort icon and performs a sort, by author.
(Entries are made at the back of the stack and sorted infrequently. A
complete sort of the stack takes about 20 minutes on the IICX with 8M of
RAM.)
The second button can be used to manually mark a card. Mark is one of the
nicest features of Hypercard 2.0. (The KWIC stack will mark all of the targets
identified on a particular search card, and does so automatically in
conjunction with the Export command.)
The third button is the Hypercard Flip button, and flashes the cards, one at a
time beginning from the present location.
The ID button is used in conjunction with input of new entries. After the
entry is typed in, it will extract the identifier (Author(s) and Year) from the
entry and format it properly.
The Import button is customized to read cards from different backgrounds
into the single Entry background of this stack, or to read cards from other
stacks into this one.
Clicking Scholar Help will open the Help Stack (see Figure XX below). It is
for reference by clerical and graduate assistants.
Bottom Buttons Buttons located along the bottom row of the Entry card
control access to a number of specialized fields. Figure 3, for example, shows
a card with the abstract window open. Either the button on the lower row or
the title bar of the open field can be clicked to close an open field window.
Abstract. The button marked ÒAbstractÓ is intended for abstracts describing
particular bibliographic entries. A small asterisk appears in the icon of any
entry which contains an abstract. (This same format is true for each of the
bottom row buttons).
Identifier. The Identifier button can be used to open and close the Identifier
window which appears across the top of the entry. (The ÒIDÓ button
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discussed above will work regardless of whether the ÒIdentifierÓ window is
open or closed.)
Citations. The Citations button controls the Citations window. The Citations
field is used for cross reference purposes. By listing references from a citation
in Identifier format (Author, Date), using the Group text formatting feature
in Hypercard 2.0 and locking the field, a click on any line will execute a
ÒFindÓ and locate the corresponding card. (This feature is not fully
operational at this point).
Index. The Index field offers a specialized kind of keyword list -- the index of
a book or other publication.
List. The List field is the general keyword field. It is used principally for
specific projects (ABL = Above the Bottom Line, a book manuscript on
nonprofit economics) and courses (SW371 = Social Work With The Aged).
Keyword Lists and Marked Cards can both be used to produce specialized
bibliographies.
Copy? The Copy button has no field. It simply notes, with an asterisk
whether or not I have a personal copy of work listed in the citation. Once an
entry has been made, the stack asks whether the user intended to clear it
each time the button is clicked.
Design.
Sample.
Measures. These three buttons and the corresponding fields were originally
intended to include information on research designs. They are, at this point,
seldom used, because most of the information they contain has been included
in abstracts. Because a few cards contain entries in these fields, however,
they have not been eliminated.
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The card shown in Figures 3, 5 and 6 lists a book I wrote. It is currently the single most loaded card in the
stack. It includes a citations list, by chapter (shown in Figure 5) and a complete index (shown in Figure 6).
In addition, the list window (shown open to the right below the main Entry window) can be used for
keywords listing cross reference and course bibliography information.
Figure 5
A Citations Window
#
Search Chains. Citations is ordinariy a locked field, and clicking the mouse in the position shown in Figure
5 should take you to the card with whose Identifier is Merriam, 1970, using the Grouped Style and Hot
Text features of Hypercard 2.0. This feature --when fully developed-- will allow complete backward and
forward reconstructions of bibliographic lineages. This is not a feature undergraduates are likely to have
much use for, but specialist researchers could find it very useful.
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Figure 6
An Index Window
Substitutes for Keyword Lists. Keyword lists are an abomination invented to compensate for the
inflexibility of early data base managers. The Entry, Abstract and Index fields are used as substitute
keyword lists. Inclusion of the complete index of a book provides just about the most comprehensive
keyword list imaginable (but no one seems to know whether indexes are copyrighted.)
#
Exact Page Locations. For a set of bibliographic materials with which the researcher is working closely, the
index file offers a constant, on-line reference to exact page locations of materials, regardless of locations.
For manuscripts on disk, like those in the Manuscripts Folder referred to in Figure 1, indexing applications
can be used to develop the contents of this field.
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To see the full card (including the Identifier window in its present position) on the 9 screen, it is necessary
to toggle the menu bar off (or relocate the Identifier window). On the 12 screen, this is no problem.
Figure 7
Sourcer with Menu Bar Toggled Off
#
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KWIC Stacks
KWIC is an acronym for Key Word In Context. A KWIC search of a text field using the KWIC stack will
yield the search target centered in a line of 62 characters. Figure 5 shows such a KWIC search. Each of the
lines in the search result is hot. That is, clicking on it takes you directly to the card from which that
particular target was located.
Credit to Scott Rotti. The KWIC search stack shown here is adapted from a public domain stack developed
by Scott Rotti of Portland Oregon and documented in Hypercard Magazine. The menus items, export and
mark features are my own additions.
Free-Standing Search Engine. The KWIC stack is not an adjunct to Sourcer. It is an independent, freestanding public domain stack which can be used to search any Hypercard stack containing text.
Figure 8
KWIC Search Of A Keyword In Context
#
KWIC Menu. The major operations of a KWIC search are controlled by the KWIC

menu:

Search - Selecting the Search command from the KWIC menu will execute a search for the terms listed in
the Find field in the stacks listed in the Stacks field. The message window provides an undated report for
the number of citations found. The search script has an adjustable limit for termination of a search. When
the limit is reached, a search is successfully terminated. Interrupting a search means that the results to date
are lost.
Clear - Deletes the contents of a search result card and places the cursor in the Find field.
Mark - Clears the current markings in the target stacks (listed in the Stacks field) and marks the cards listed
in the active search card. The Mark command will not execute unless there is a search result in the active
card.
Display - This command is a modified version of the Hypercard Show All Cards. It displays all of the cards
referred to in a search result card at about 2 second intervals. It can be stopped and restarted.
Export - This command copies an exact copy of the entire bibliographic entry of each card located in a
search into an ASCII file. A variation of this is currently being developed to export entries in proper format
(Psych. Abstracts, Jossey-Bass, etc.)
(Export works at roughly the same speed as the CD-ROM bibliographic systems in the libraries.)
Print - The print feature executes a special Print Report format in which abstracts are shown indented and
in smaller type.
Sourcer - Opens the main Sourcer bibliography.
Quotes - Opens the Quotations file.
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Optional Search Parameters. In conducting a KWIC search, there are three principal options which can be
selected. If the Lock Screen box is checked, as in Figure 6, the progress of a search will be noted in the
message box (as in Figure 9). If it is unchecked, you will be able to follow the search as the script flips
back and forth from the KWIC card to the Entry cards of the target stack. The Search Hidden Fields option
should always be checked for Sourcer searches, because several of the fields may be hidden or closed as the
search progresses. The Find One Occurrence option, when checked, overcomes the troublesome tendency
of Hypercard Finds to stop at every occurrence of a search target. When checked, a KWIC search moves to
the next card as soon as a single target is found.
Retain Results. By adding cards, a KWIC stack can retain the results of numerous searches for instant
reference. Flipping through many different searches can be tedious, however. Therefore, Figure 7 shows
the Summary window which is the first card in the KWIC stack. By clicking the Update button (the
magnifying glass), this card searches the KWIC stack itself and produces a listing of the current searches it
contains. The stack shown in the example only has two searches. The first is a utility search, being used to
locate and correct errors (periods) in the Identifier field. The second is a book manuscript bibliography.
Annual Index. By searching on the year, I have been able to construct annual index cards also. Thus Find
1991 gives me a listing of all the publications showing current year publication dates.
KWIC Summary Window. If you retain search results, the KWIC stack can quickly build up and become
somewhat unwieldy. The first card in the KWIC stack is set up to search the cards in the stack rather than
other stacks, and returns a table of contents of the searches currently in the stack. Figure 9 shows a slim
stack with only two searches. The Ò.Ó search is an ongoing error correction exercise, and the ABL is a
code word in the list field for a current book manuscript which was originally entitled Above the Bottom
Line.
No Complex Boolean Searches. The Hypercard 2.0 Find command is considerably improved. It allows
several options such as Find Whole and Find String. In most cases, however, it is still easier to over-search,
and manually mark and unmark cards to extend or narrow a search before exporting or printing.
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Figure 9
KWIC Summary Window
#
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KWIC is capable of searching up to 10 stacks simultaneously. All you need to do is enter the correct stack
names on the first ten lines of the stacks field. Figure 9 shows a highlighted second line peaking out.
Figure 10
Search Multiple Stacks
#
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Figure 11
Location Information in Hidden Fields
#
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Producing A Course Bibliography is Easy. Enter the course number on a line in the ÒListÓ field of the
appropriate Sourcer cards, and do a KWIC search. Select the Export option from the KWIC menu and
name the file. The targets are marked in the Sourcer stack and the Entries are copied directly to an ASCII
file.
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Figure 12
Another Search Report (With Context)
#
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Figure 13
Main Help Window
I wrote this additional help stack primarily for myself, so that if I forgot the how or why of any of the
features, I could check this reference. (Every time I want to open the window to search multiple stacks in
KWIC, for example, I have to check the reference.)
#
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Figure 14
A Search Result
Friday, September 20, 1991 11:46:39 AM
Search Result for:
Find "nonprofit"
in stack:Sourcer 2.0

Financial Management for Nonprofit Organizations
American Management Assn.
New York
1982
Connors, Tracy D.
Callaghan, Christopher T

Nonprofit Boards of Directors
Transaction Books
New Brunswick NJ
1988
Herman, Robert D.
Van Til, Jon
A mix of analysis of what boards of directors actually do with suggestions for improving their
performance.

Shifting the Debate:
Public/Private Sector Relations in the Modern Welfare State
Transaction Publishers
New Brunswick NJ
1988
Ostrander, Susan
Langton, Stuart
Van Til, Jon
The premise of this book is that the classical liberal dichotomy between public and private sectors is neither
accurate or useful. Instead, we need new ways of thinking about the interdependence and interaction of the
state, for-profit and nonprofit organizations.
Part of the Transaction Books series on Nonprofits.
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Figure 15
An Edited Search Result
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Small Business Administration Challenges Nonprofit Competition
Washington Social Legislation Bulletin.
29. 21.
(November 11, 1985)

The Economics of Nonprofit Institutions:
Studies in Structure and Policy
Oxford University Press
New York
1986
Rose-Ackerman, Susan

The Nonprofit Entrepreneur:
Creating Ventures to Earn Income
Foundation Center
New York
1988
Skloot, Edward
Demonstrates how nonprofits can launch successful earned income enterprises without compromising their
missions.

The Literature of the Nonprofit Sector:
A Bibliography with Abstracts
Foundation Center
New York
1989
Comprehensive listings of nearly 5,000 scholarly and literary works on philanthropy and the nonprofit
sector.

The Future of the Nonprofit Sector:
Challenges, Changes and Policy Considerations
Jossey Bass Publishers
San Francisco CA
1989
Hodgkinson, Virginia A.
Lyman, Richard W.
et. al.
Sponsored by The Independent Sector, this book presents innovative tax approaches, new loan programs
and other alternatives that will help nonprofit organizations carry out their individual missions while
adapting to changing fiscal realities.
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The Nonprofit Sector in International Perspective:
Studies in Comparative Culture and Policy
Oxford University Press
New York
1989
James, Estelle
Nonprofits arise as a market-induced improvement on existing government services and compete with
government for customers and resources. Examines the emergence of nonprofits in developing and
developed countries. Describes the public policies regarding nonprofit organizations that do or should exist
in both developing and developed societies.
The Effective Nonprofit Executive
Public Management Institute
New York
1986
The Nonprofit Research Institute
McGraw Hill
New York
1972
Orlans, Harold
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